
EARTH
#01

Their children learn the relationship with naturebefore any other skill; to preserve nature, plantsand animals for generations to come. Althoughthere seems to be no law enforcement, thehabitants live up to ethical rules. Their purpose isto build resilience and leave as little footprint aspossible. 

However, it has not always been like that. Theywere times where Wrukies had to focus on puresurvival. During those times, when the planet wasdrying out and before discovering the undergroundwaters, they learned that only if they are truly acommunity they will find a way to survive withthe little resources they had. Only when theyvalued each community member equally andcounted on their knowledge and different skills,they learned to survive. Their collective knowledgebuilt new shelters embedded with nature, whichprovided the beginning of it all, allowing for theoasis to grow. After the underground water wasdiscovered, they built a recycling system enablingthem to use water for multiple purposes, forwashing and agriculture, before filtering it andreleasing it back to the ground.

Planet Nangun wruk can be described as the better

Earth. The atmosphere on the planet seems to

swallow sound; it is soothing, calm and safe.

Although the general surface of this planet looks dry,

there is lots of underground water. Pockets of oasis

thwart the drought and provide soil of mud where

food is produced. There is a collaborative mindset.

Wrukies are looking out for each other. Overall, it

seems they could preserve some resources as they

live now quietly and modestly and in unison with

nature. They are part of the ecosystem and are

ethically conscious of what they decide to consume.

Food production is focused on zero-waste, and

agriculture is balanced with small forests and desert

areas. Nature is getting a chance to recover. 

Blockchain data is tracking the use of the resources,

and an algorithm reminds the population when to

slow down and when to stop producing. All-natural

resources are communal; for example, it is illegal to

eat fish whenever they want. There is a tracking

system of the fish population living in underground

lakes. As a consequence, Wrukies follow mostly a

vegetarian diet with a few exceptions during

community holidays. There are gatherings every

weekend where they drink rice wine and play

music. Self-sufficient townships are all connected

with each other, and a competition on which area

uses the least resources arose. New crops, fruits

and vegetables with equal nutrition value have been

developed artificially, the daily intake of food is

measured and adjusted to personal needs. Their

credit system evaluates the environmental impact;

each town's budget depends on that.

Everybody is appreciated on this planet, and the

population's skills are used to their best potential.

There is a social support system amongst each

profession, and it is not about the money you earn

but rather on the value you provide to society.

Wrukies are learning from spending time outside

and observing nature. 
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FIRE
#02

Advanced technology can turn the firestorms intoenergy stored through an endless undergroundpipe system, which combusts the fumes andconverts heat into energy. The priority is, however,to conserve the water via heat dissipation. Theoutside of the underground pipes works like arefrigerator using heat dissipation to condensate,collect and store water. 
Next to the underground pipes are the Fenicianshousing which provides shelter from theoverground fire. Water is holy and not exclusivelyused to drink, as it serves as a coolant for theunderground tunnel system. The food is stored incooler places deep underground, whereas thecooking happens close to the surface, providingthe perfect cooking temperatures for fish andchicken. However, this feast only happens afterthe fire bursts move on, celebrating the soil'srebirth above. Fenicians live in small communities,follow rituals of mutual care, of reparation; theyhave been through so much. There is nohierarchical representation of each group butinstead fractal decisions from the ground up. Dueto the tiny groups living together, roles are veryfluid with no set family structures. Everyone caresabout each other, and love is mutual.

Fenice is a place where energy is overabundant and

needs constant adaptation from the inhabitants to

find new ways of using energy without getting

burned. There is no effort on creating the energy but

rather how to contain in or transform it into

something else. Most of the energy is coming from

the sun, warming up the planet so strongly that

wildfires continue to burst out on unpredictable

areas. Where the fire rules, there is destruction, but

afterwards, the soil is full of nutrients and life

returns. This place can be overwhelming; its

inhabitants have very little control over it.

Fenicians adapted by using a modified body-armour

made from a new form of mercury to survive the

heat. Some have lost body parts due to fire or heavy

work, but they upgraded their bodies with stronger

technology. They do not see themselves as Cyborgs

like others would describe them, but rather, they

see themselves as an enhanced species. The

Fenicians, on the other hand, live underground.

Fenice has another challenge; due to the constant

fires, a new, more robust species have evolved; they

are called Parajeevees. They occupy the brains of

Fenicians and take over their bodies, turning them

into creatures from ancient times. Due to the

destruction caused by the fire, the Parajeevees are

pushed to become intermittent nomads who follow

the death zones that soon become impermanent

hyper-fertile areas. They are a species that survives

with very little water. However, once they are overly

hydrated, they dissolve into a powder, fertilizing the

soil - it seems like thirst is a disease. Both species

seem to be on an opposite evolution timeline, and

the question remains, who will adapt better to this

deadly planet? Due to the constant emerging fires,

the population stays in equilibrium. You could call it

a system of ‘reversed entropy’ - Fenicians feed the

soil until the fire burns it down. 
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AIR
#03

In Armonia there are no seasons as we knowthem; this place is like no other. It's inconceivablehow the surface and what is an undergroundblend so well, yet they are like two differentworlds. Corals are visible on the surface, and theylook like trees. Underneath, these coral treesconnect with others, all over, forming a network ofdiverse and magical creatures, fullyinterconnected, almost like a nutrients system.Everyone in Armonia contributes to a balancedsystem. Its inhabitants are not interested ingrowth or “profit” but in resilience andsustainability. It's a blockchain-based economy,and their currency, creativity - Armonians “pay”with their creative input and is usually utilized tomeet their basic needs and improve the system.Interestingly, one receives various benefits if whatthey do promotes harmony; consequently, if whatis created is stress, one may get taxed. InArmonia, the rights of all species are preserved, asthey all assemble regularly. How they makesense of things and how they operate is byvoluntary contributions by which responsibilitiesare distributed. And everyone is indirectlyencouraged to be good and do what makes themhappy because if it adds harmony, one gets morebenefits! 

Armonians value justice, equality and transparency;

they live in an egalitarian society, very balanced

with nature as they are a closed group made of

multiple species. They are also a non-violent

society that is reflective and not competitive. They

have collective visions of what success is and what

isn't. Their traditions are constantly being reinvented! 

One of the unique things about Armonia is the use

they have given to biomimicry; they have used this

concept as a way of life and to innovate in many

different ways, in the vehicles they design and the

way they manage resources, the way they

communicate with each other. There are hydrogen

vehicles shaped like clouds that transport mostly

goods from community to community; they use

deeply adaptive tech, which is always morphing and

responsive. These are hidden sensors that work

discreetly with nature and provide real-time data. No

tech is wasteful, and every single component is

reconstitutable, as is the case with almost

everything they create in here. They call it the Bio-

economy. Sometimes you see these strange-

looking floating vehicles that are like clouds, they

filter the air, so the air is always clear. One can also

see small ecosystems bubbles like islands that

host a particular type of plant species in the

distance.

PLANET ARMONIA 
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WATER
#04

The inhabitants evolved and adapted to thechallenging, ever-changing surroundings.Likewise, they live in floating villages. Despite howadvanced they are and their passion for hi-tech,they prefer to be in naturally grown structures andwould rather use natural materials that fit betterwith the environment. The wave power factoriesare working as a dam sheltering the villages, butthey also get drifted over the ocean due to themassive energy.

Panis love fish; they have an interestingrelationship with them, some are used as food,and others provide a new form of transportation.By planting oxygen bubbles through exhalationinto the ocean and via the underground currents,this airhole enables a steady and dry float acrossthe sea beds. The fishery is controlled by AI, a bio-sensing-agriculture program that helps keepeveryone and everything in balance, avoidingoverproduction or overuse. There is no currencyuse, but bartering and giving favours the localtrading systems, only across long-distanceexchanges a record system tracks the valueexchange.

Pani is peaceful and calming; its ecosystem is in

close harmony with its inhabitants. The water here

is in constant cycles of use and reuse. Life freely

shares abundance with others while retaining its

pristine nature. Due to the density of the fluid

atmosphere, noise is filtered in Pani, which allows

its inhabitants to enjoy the flow sense of music

customized to the soundtrack of their life journeys

they have fed a strong dependence, no nature no

life. 

In Pani, circular is everything. They follow the

principles of Circular Economy and Ubuntu to live

together nicely. The water on the surface is

beautiful, and so is under it. This is due to Panis

hard work to keep a good balance in the planetary

systems. Panis lives in line with the idea of

"commons", respect for one another; here, there is

no room for guilt. Throughout the years, they have

co-created a Manifesto to define the guiding

principles on Pani, but this needs to be respected by

the different communities. This is possible as they

follow the co-creation of governance structures,

Circular Leadership based on innovative governance.

Although Pani is usually quite tranquil, sometimes

there are big waves caused by underwater

volcanoes. The waves are strong, powerful and can

become very destructive. The wave power, together

with solar energy, provides Pani with energy. If the

power of the volcanos is not harnessed quick

enough, it can be catastrophic. That is why Panis

say that all resources in their home are in constant

motion. 

There is an important role for biosciences and

technology, rather than mechanical or electronic.

Panis have developed nano-fluid-ecosystems that

create immune tools, hydro-drones, and their one

and only metamorphosis. This is a special and

unique characteristic of Panis, and it's enabled by

biomedical technology. It allows them to breathe

underwater when needed and deal with the rough

energy flow. 

PLANET PANI 
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LIFE
#05

Airmeds live in holacracy; hierarchies have beenreplaced by collaborative groups concerned withplanetary stewardship and advancement ofknowledge. Due to the shared economy and theabsence of trade and related gaming strategies,the society enjoys high levels of trust, toleranceand cohesion. Every single inhabitant is recognizedas a unique individual and a valued membercontributing to the diversity of Airmed society.Nature is represented in decisions that impact all;decisions are made collectively through embeddedneural networks, global awareness andparticipatory democracy.
 

Creative Airmed is in constant change; everyonehere has a gift, something to share and learn aspart of their collective exploration and co-creation,making it such a kinetic and inclusive planet.Besides, pink trees and flying purple jellyfish areeverywhere!

Airmeds live by the ethic ‘use only what you need’.

The artificial concept of 'needs and wants' does not

exist here, which is why ecosystems continue to

thrive and maintain their capacity to provide

important functions for all. Due to this, all means of

life can be shared. This sharing economy also

means that there is no tendency to hoard anything

as there is no concept of ‘value’ as we know it. The

entire economy is designed around having access to

the means of life rather than owning them. For this

reason, one can simply use a good for its utility

when needed without having to possess it.

Intelligent feedback is used to ascertain any risks of

a possible overshoot, depletion, or contamination. In

the case of identifying a tendency or behaviour that

is not sustainable, the system automatically

determines a sustainable alternative. Advanced

open-source technologies are used to communicate

via a telepathic technology that is inbuilt in all

creatures and planetary forms like some sort of

bionic enhancement that are shared at a species

level. Thanks to this, it is possible to communicate

at both micro and macro levels without using words

but rather by sharing feelings and sensations in a

“six-sense” kind of way. This advanced form of

communication virtually eliminates any potential for

misunderstanding as the language is not subject to

interpretation any longer. On Creative Airmed

communication forms a planetary mind. The

inhabitants understand their dependency on the

environment, which is why they live in a symbiotic

relationship with it. While being a technologically

advanced civilization, Airmeds’ primary concern is to

continue improving their harmonious existence with

nature. Eco-villages are ubiquitous, as well as

smaller pockets of inhabitants. Existence in this

organic, toxins-free environment has allowed the

lifespan of the inhabitants to extend substantially.
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